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ABSTRACT:   

 

This white paper discusses the reasons why Varsity’s ShipSoft suite of shipping execution modules are 
particularly valuable and suitable for Oracle JD Edwards™ businesses, especially now in 2008.  It also 
explains the core benefits of ShipSoft™ YourWorld, Varsity’s special edition offer for JD Edwards World 
businesses. 
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Introduction 

 

Like other small to mid-sized, manufacturing and distribution businesses in 2008, many companies that 
use Oracle JD Edwards World may be facing one of their most difficult business environments ever.  
With a domestic economy in recession, transportation costs (sky-rocketing to all-time highs), and new 
export opportunities beckoning abroad (due to the weakening dollar), many World businesses are 
seeking different solutions for different kinds of problems.  
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Among various new directions being considered, businesses are focusing --more than ever--on 
improving shipping execution performance and controlling transportation costs to meet customer 
expectations, maximize efficiency, remain competitive, and extend sales into new geographic market 
segments.  To be successful, small to mid-sized companies need to move quickly and with confidence to 
address the economic and logistic challenges of 2008.  For those companies, the choices are often more 
pressing, time-critical, and differently-focused than they might be for larger enterprises.  What is 
important for these businesses is establishing the new, needed capabilities with maximum speed, 
minimal investment, and the least possible risk to ongoing operations.   

For management of small to mid-size companies that are confronting sudden and significant threats and 
opportunities, the migration to a new enterprise technology platform (from what is fundamentally 
sound) is not likely to be top-of-mind.  On the contrary, rapidly deploying “the most needed functional 
capabilities to get the job done now” is likely to have precedence over investing in and adopting larger 
scale, more sophisticated supply chain and global transportation solutions that are geared to optimizing 
on-going operations over mid to long-term timeframes. 

“Technology Now?  Or, If It Ain’t Broke…” 

Migrating to a new enterprise technology platform or deploying emerging technologies (such as SOA) 
can be very valuable to many larger companies as a means of improving agility and competitiveness over 
time.  But if a smaller company is already standardized on and operating the IBM System i  (with a World 
ERP), then rapid access to a complete, proven, affordable, quick-to-install, and low investment shipping 
execution software package/suite of modules may be more important than the assimilation of new 
advanced technologies and systems.   

This preference is amplified when the other benefits of integrating different applications natively on the 
existing System i platform are considered:  performance, reliability, security, ease of maintenance, not 
to mention high-capability integration across different enterprise functions, such as finance, order 
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management, manufacturing, fulfillment/warehouse, and shipping execution.   The integration 
mappings across these functions, between JDE World and Varsity’s bolt-on ShipSoft shipping execution 
modules, already exist in the form of the JDE World-Varsity ShipSoft Interface Kit making such 
integration fast and reliable 

“Survive Now, Thrive Tomorrow -- Optimize Later” 

When it comes to needs for TMS (transportation management solutions), small to mid-sized businesses 
often seem to come out at the bottom of the food chain, being priced out of the market and having 
their real needs overlooked.   While some of these businesses may have some interest in advanced 
optimization and planning of their supply chains, this is usually not the top priority.  Such upper-tier 
applications require large scale investments and longer implementation time frames; moreover, they 
offer inadequate near-term performance benefits and ROI for a company struggling with more basic 
operational, logistics problems on a day-to-day and week-to-week basis.   

The majority of small to mid-size businesses have requirements that are much more fundamental than 
high level, supply chain planning and optimization.  Their problems and requirements are at the 
enterprise level of improving daily and weekly shipment performance across one or any number of 
North American based distribution centers (against the metrics of Perfect Orders, On-time Orders, 
Complete Orders, Returns, and of course Carrier Transportation Costs).   Core requirements include 
accomplishing the following with a high level of enterprise process and data integration: 

 Organizing and operationalizing domestic and export shipments (packing and load building, trading 
partner and export compliance, etc.) 

  Making correct and economical intermodal freight and parcel carrier selections and schedules (day-week 
time frames)  

 Tracking and managing shipping and carrier choices and outcomes with delivery confirmations, auditing 
capabilities, and performance dashboards and analytics tools.   

These companies need to focus on and improve basic operational “blocking and tackling” – and they 
need to do it now (not next year or the year after).   

Varsity ShipSoft:  “TMS for the Rest of Us?” 

In general, Varsity Logistics’ ShipSoft suite of shipping execution modules offers the kind of solution that 
is especially well-suited to smaller to mid-sized Oracle JDE companies.  ShipSoft specifically meets the 
full range of core, operational shipping execution requirements on day one, after it has been rapidly 
installed and extensively integrated with the existing JDE World ERP application (a process that usually 
takes weeks and not months).  It is also affordable and economical for small to mid-sized businesses 
which do not have money to burn.  In greater detail, ShipSoft: 

 Was designed as a mid-range product for SMB, System i businesses, and has been successful as 
such.   

 Is the only true, fully-integrated multi-carrier parcel and multi-modal freight shipping execution 
solution for the IBM System i, enabling extensive shipping and carrier choices and flexibility  

 Provides strong international and export shipping support, ranging from carrier selection and 
execution to automated export document generation and the new electronic document 
exchange capability for U.S. Customs (AES). 

 Makes available a powerful shipping and transportation analytics module (ShipView Plus) which 
is an invaluable tool for deeply and precisely assessing operational performance and identifying 
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problems or opportunities for change; modules for auditing parcel and freight carriers are also 
available. 

 Comes with pricing that is geared to business size, flexing with a shipper’s  parcel and freight 
volumes and with the actual range of functionality and modules that are really needed for a 
specific business (note: traditional licensing or lower entry-cost, alternative financing options are 
available). 

 Has been tested and proven in hundreds of companies and thousands of distribution centers, 
including large numbers of  Oracle JDE World companies;  a specialized integration kit already 
exists for JDE World ERP solutions, enabling fast and very powerful integrations (usually within 
weeks, not months). 

 

Case Study:  Varsity Improves Shipping Execution At White-Rodgers   
 

White-Rodgers is a market leader in the design and production of temperature regulation and gas 
flow/ignition controls for the HVAC and appliance industries. The company’s products are available 
through more than 5,500 distributors including W.W. Grainger and Johnstone Supply and at over 200 
retailers including Sears, Ace Hardware, and Do-It-Best.  In addition, White-Rodgers sells to over 1,200 
OEM customers such as Whirlpool, Trane, and A.O. Smith. To provide prompt service to their numerous 
customers, White-Rodgers ships in excess of 900 parcels and numerous Less-Than-Truckload (LTL) 
shipments per day from two distribution centers and five manufacturing facilities. 

Several years ago, White-Rodgers moved their main St. Louis distribution center to a new facility that 
had approximately half the total floor space of their previous location. To fit into the smaller space while 
keeping pace with growing shipping volume and OEM customer requests, the company needed to 
reengineer their entire shipping process. White-Rodgers determined that it was necessary to move from 
two shipping lanes to one, eliminate redundant carrier supplied hardware, integrate shipping data to 
their IBM System i-based Oracle JD Edwards World system, and automate manual shipping processes.  

To achieve these objectives, White-Rodgers selected ShipSoft-Parcel and ShipPack from Varsity Logistics. 
“Varsity’s integration to Oracle JD Edwards World, support for multiple carriers, automated label 
production, integrated track and trace, and automatic Bill of Lading generation were exactly what we 
needed,” said Brian Hoefener, Manager of Applications Development for White-Rodgers. 

By automating shipping processes from order entry through delivery, White-Rodgers eliminated several 
inefficiencies. “With our standalone shipping systems, our clerks entered information twice, once in the 
carrier system and again in Oracle JD Edwards World,” reports Hoefener. “This was time consuming and 
error-prone, taking over three minutes per package.” By automating shipping processes, it now takes 
White-Rodgers less than 30 seconds to process each package, and they have cut their shipping staff 
expense in half. “Before we implemented Varsity, on high volume shipping days, even two people could 
not get everything shipped during one shift,” reflects Hoefener. “Now, one shipping clerk handles all the 
volume, and often has time to assist with other operations.”   

Varsity’s multi-carrier shipping software provides White-Rodgers with a single source for rates and 
transportation options. Since installing Varsity, the company has eliminated six PC computers and six 
printers as well as numerous scales and scanners. “We now have one streamlined shipping line, and 
have reduced the total footprint of that line by over one hundred square feet—saving valuable 
warehouse space,” notes Hoefener. 

In addition to eliminating inefficiencies, Varsity’s seamless integration into Oracle JD Edwards World 
greatly improved customer service. White-Rodgers’ customer service agents no longer have to visit the 
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UPS Website to track customer parcels. With instant access to UPS’ parcel status information from their 
Oracle JD Edwards World screen, they can rapidly respond to customer inquires.  

“We improved our responsiveness to our customers’ ASN and UCC 128 requirements as well,” notes 
Hoefener. “We use TL Ashford and ShipPack for label design and printing. Within just a few hours we 
can design a new label format and update Varsity’s control file.” By providing compliant barcodes, 
labels, and packing lists, ShipPack mitigates costly violations and penalties. Furthermore, it makes details 
about each shipment easily accessible, including description, size, weight, and contents.  

A ShipSoft-Parcel and ShipPack customer since 2001, White-Rodgers credits Varsity for their success in 
reengineering shipping processes.  “Since installing Varsity, we have eliminated our shipping bottleneck, 
saved over one hundred square feet of shipping space, reduced our per parcel ship time from over three 
minutes to under 30 seconds, and are now able to provide a higher level of service to meet our 
customers’ demands,” concludes Hoefener. “Varsity does a wonderful job.”   
 

Introducing Varsity ShipSoft YourWorld: 

Varsity is committed to meeting the shipping execution requirements of JDE World companies in 2008, 
and we are pleased to extend the following special edition offer to Oracle JD Edwards World customers 
who start their implementations prior to the end of 2008.   Varsity ShipSoft YourWorld is a specially 
bundled offering of core ShipSoft modules for JD Edwards World businesses designed to make the 
Varsity ShipSoft shipping execution solution even more accessible to these businesses during this critical 
period of 2008.  The benefits to companies that license and begin implementing YourWorld in 2008 are 
as follows: 

 Free license of the Two-way ShipSoft/JDE World Interface Kit (range of actual license cost savings from 
about $4,000 to $12,000, depending on customer shipping characteristics) 

 Free license of the ShipSoft Export Docs Generator Module (range of actual license cost savings from 
about $4,000 to $7,000, depending on customer shipping characteristics) 

 Free license of the new ShipTalk AES-US Customs Electronic Document Interchange Module (range of 
actual license cost savings from about $2,000 to $5,000, depending on customer shipping characteristics) 

 Special bundled pricing of ShipSoft-Parcel and domestic and international parcel shipping capabilities for 
UPS  

 Special one or two seat, entry-level pricing for the new ShipView Plus Module, including shipping analytics 
GUI dashboards, reports, and on-the-fly OLAP drill down capabilities (standard pricing for ShipView Plus 
starts at 3 seats/users) 

 Other discounts on other software licenses may also apply to Oracle JD Edwards customers depending 
upon shipping characteristics and plans to license other value-added modules at a later date 

 Special financing terms are available to further lower entry and spread cash requirements over time. 
 

In total, this offer can amount to a potential savings in license fees ranging from about $10,000 to well 
over $20,000 depending upon the characteristics of the customer.  Base-level licensing for the core 
integrated multi-carrier, multi-modal shipping execution capabilities (ShipSoft-Parcel, ShipSoft-Freight, 
ShipSelect, and ShipSoft/World Interface Kit, along with Export Docs Generator and AES-US Customs 
EDI) starts within the pricing range of much lower-capability, desk-top, PC shipping systems.  For more 
information on this offer, contact Diane Pham at Varsity Logistics, dpham@varsitynet.com  or 650-392-
7979.  For general questions about Varsity solutions, contact Andrew Karpie, akarpie@varsitynet.com or 
650-392-7979. 
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